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In this study we offer a mechanistic interpretation of the pre-
viously known but unexplained substrate inhibition observed
for CYP2E1. At low substrate concentrations, p-nitrophenol
(pNP) was rapidly turned over (47min�1) with relatively lowKm
(24 �M); nevertheless, at concentrations of >100 �M, the rate of
pNP oxidation gradually decreased as a secondmolecule bound
to CYP2E1 through an effector site (Kss � 260�M), which inhib-
ited activity at the catalytic site. 4-Methylpyrazole (4MP) was a
potent inhibitor for both sites through amixed inhibitionmech-
anism.TheKi for the catalytic sitewas 2.0�M.Althoughwewere
unable to discriminate whether an EIS or ESI complex formed,
the respective inhibition constantswere far lower thanKss. Bicy-
clic indazole (IND) inhibited catalysis through a single CYP2E1
site (Ki � 0.12�M). Similarly, 4MPand INDyielded type II bind-
ing spectra that reflected the association of either two 4MP or
one INDmolecule(s) to CYP2E1, respectively. Based on compu-
tational docking studies with a homology model for CYP2E1,
the two sites for monocyclic molecules, pNP and 4MP, exist
within a narrow channel connecting the active site to the surface
of the enzyme. Because of the presence of the heme iron, one site
supports catalysis, whereas the other more distal effector site
binds molecules that can influence the binding orientation and
egress of molecules for the catalytic site. Although IND did not
bind these sites simultaneously, the presence of IND at the cat-
alytic site blocked binding at the effector site.

CYP2E1 (P450 or CYP for a particular isoform) is a mamma-
lian cytochrome P450 enzyme, which oxidizes a structurally
diverse class of endogenous and exogenous (xenobiotic) com-
pounds (1, 2). A majority of studies have focused on the role of
CYP2E1 in phase I metabolism of xenobiotic compounds, e.g.
drugs, food additives, and environmental contaminants. Grow-
ing evidence also supports an important physiological role for
CYP2E1 in gluconeogenesis. CYP2E1 is regulated similarly to
enzymes contributing to gluconeogenesis in relation to starva-
tion and diabetes and, in fact, recognizes precursors to glucone-

ogenesis, acetone, acetol (1-hydroxyacetone), and fatty acids (3)
as substrates.
Nevertheless, the selectivity that governs the transformation

of molecules by CYP2E1 is poorly understood. A better knowl-
edge of the molecular features that confer specificity of sub-
strates allows predictions to be made as to pharmaco- and
toxico-kinetic properties, and such insights are ultimately
exploitable in novel drug development and assessment of risk
associated with exposure to environmental chemicals. More-
over, the catalytic capacity for CYP2E1 makes the enzyme an
excellent target for engineering specific catalytic properties for
commercial production of specialty chemicals and remediation
activities into plants and other organisms, as reported recently
(4, 5).
CYP2E1 has broad substrate specificity toward typically

small (molecular weight � 100) and hydrophobic molecules (2,
6). Of the more than 70 different chemicals recognized by this
enzyme, a majority of the substrates are short chain alcohols/
ketones/aldehydes (e.g. ethanol), nitrosamines, alkanes, haloge-
nated alkanes, and anesthetics. CYP2E1 also recognizes many
monocyclic compounds possessing minimal substitutions, e.g.
benzene, p-nitrophenol (pNP),2 acetaminophen, isoniazid, and
xylenes. Chlorzoxazone, coumarin, quinoline, and caffeine
form a smaller class of bicyclic substrates recognized by
CYP2E1. Surprisingly, even the long chain fatty acid, arachido-
nate, is a substrate. Of these compounds, pNP (7) and chlor-
zoxazone (8) are commonly used in model reactions for
CYP2E1 activity. Taken together, these findings implicate a
degree of selectivity for the CYP2E1 activity through a restric-
tive active site.
Although many CYP2E1 substrates conform to a binary

kinetic scheme (Scheme 1), Koop (7) reported the first example
of substrate inhibition for pNP oxidation. Instead of the hyper-
bolic curve predicted by Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the
increase in pNP concentration led to a rise in the observed rate
of turnover until a maximum was reached, and then the rate
gradually decreased at higher pNP concentrations. Although
the effect was attributed to a classical substrate inhibition
mechanism, the data were not fit to the mechanism. The sub-
strate inhibition mechanism predicts that association of a sec-
ond molecule with the enzyme forms an inactive ternary com-
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plex (ES2) (Scheme 1). Higher substrate concentrations favor
this latter complex resulting in decreased activity. Further evi-
dence for the possibility of two binding sites for monocyclic
molecules was shown through inhibition studies with CYP2E1
(9). The introduction of a variety of 5- and 6-membered heter-
ocyclic molecules to pNP catalytic assays demonstrated com-
petitive, uncompetitive, noncompetitive, and mixed type inhi-
bition. The latter three models require the presence of a
secondary site for the inhibitor to bind; however, the preference
for these different mechanisms based on ligand structure was
not explored. A possible limitation of these studies was the use
of only three concentrations of pNP for analyses. These condi-
tions may not have been sufficient to elucidate the mode of
interaction between these molecules and CYP2E1.
Here, we explain this kinetic anomaly in terms of bothmech-

anistic and structural views and extend our analysis to include
typical representatives of monocyclic and polycyclic aromatic
inhibitors. Specifically, we employed 4-methylpyrazole (4MP)
and indazole (IND) (Fig. 1) as inhibitors for CYP2E1 oxidation
of pNP. The monocyclic 4MP presumably binds competitively
to each sub-site occupied by pNP, whereas the larger bicyclic
INDwould bind to both sub-sites simultaneously. Thismode of
interaction should yield different inhibition kinetic profiles. In
addition to serving as potent inhibitors, the pyrazole ring of
these molecules can ligate the heme iron resulting in type II
binding spectra (10), and thus provide a usefulmeasure of bind-
ing affinity between the monocyclic and bicyclic molecules and
CYP2E1. Unfortunately, pNPwas not suitable for binding stud-
ies because of the spectral overlap between pNP and the heme.
To identify the mode of interaction between these molecules
and CYP2E1, we proposed multiple possible mechanisms
incorporating one or two binding sites formolecules.We fit the
resulting data from experimental studies to these models and
performedmodel discrimination analysis based on the second-
order Akaike Information Criterion, which properly takes into
account the fact that various fitting models contain a different
number of adjustable parameters. As a complement to these
indirect approaches to identifying complexes, we explored the
ability of CYP2E1 to accommodate one or two of these mono-

cyclic and bicyclic compounds through computational docking
studies with a homology model developed by our group (11).
The location of these potential binding sites would demon-
strate whether a second site for a monocyclic compound
exists within the active site or distal from the site of oxidation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents—C41 (DE3) cells used in CYP2E1 expression were
purchased from Imaxio (France). Top3 cells, which are no lon-
ger commercially available, were propagated in the laboratory.
Terrific broth modified for genomics was bought from United
States Biological (Swampscott, MA). Protein purification res-
ins, 2�,5�-ADP-agarose and Reactive Red 120 type 3000-CL,
were obtained from Sigma. SP-Sepharose was purchased from
GE Healthcare. Components of the NADPH-regenerating sys-
tem (NADP�, glucose 6-phosphate, torula yeast glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase) were purchased from Sigma. In
addition, dilauroyl-L-�-phosphatidylcholine (DLPC), pNP,
p-nitrocatechol (pNC), 2-nitroresorcinol, 6-hydroxychlozoxa-
zone, 4MP, bovine erythrocyte superoxide dismutase, catalase,
and sodium dithionite (hydrosulfite) were obtained from
Sigma. In addition to HPLC-grade acetonitrile (CH3CN) and
trifluoroacetic acid, ampicillin, isopropyl �-D-thiogalactopyr-
anoside, lysozyme, diethylaminoethyl cellulose, dithiothreitol,
protease inhibitors, and other basic chemicals were purchased
from Fisher. Rabbit CPR-K56Q and CYP2E1 were prepared
from bacterial expression systems using published protocols
(12, 13) with modifications (11, 14). Purified rabbit liver cyto-
chrome b5 was provided as a generous gift from Wayne L.
Backes (Louisiana State University Health Science Center, New
Orleans).
Steady-state pNP Oxidation Studies—Initial velocities for

rabbit P450 2E1 oxidation of pNP to p-nitrocatechol were
determined by a high throughput HPLC method developed in
our laboratory (11). For reactions, 25 nM CYP2E1 was reconsti-
tuted with 100 nM CPR-K56Q and 50 nM cytochrome b5 in a
96-well assay block containing 50mMpotassiumphosphate, pH
7.4, 20 �M DLPC, pNP (varied from 5 to 750 �M), 2 units �l�1

catalase, 0.04 �g �l�1 superoxide dismutase, and an NADPH-
regenerating system (2 microunits �l�1 glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase, 10 mM glucose 6-phosphate, 2 mM MgCl2, 500
�M NADP�). Prior to use, catalase was dialyzed against 20 mM
potassiumphosphate buffer, pH7.4, 10% glycerol to remove the
thymol preservative.
Specific reactions in the absence or presence of inhibitor

were prepared in sets of eight, which facilitated sample manip-
ulationwith amultichannel pipette. 4MPprepared inwaterwas
added to the reactions to final concentrations of 0, 1, 5, 25, and
125 �M to attempt to saturate a possible second site for 4MP.
IND stocks were made in methanol because of solubility con-
cerns. The steady-state kinetics for the reactions in the pres-
ence of the methanol alone (final 0.25%) were determined to
correct for co-solvent effects. Final concentrations for this
inhibitor were 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 �M. Following addition of all
components except NADP�, reactions were incubated at 37 °C
for 5 min. Upon addition of NADP�, a reaction aliquot was
taken at four time points, transferred to a 96-well microplate,
quenchedwith acetonitrile containing 2-nitroresorcinol (inter-

FIGURE 1. Substrate and inhibitors used in this study to probe CYP2E1
binding and activity toward monocyclic and bicyclic compounds.

SCHEME 1. Possible reaction mechanisms for CYP2E1 activity toward
pNP. E � CYP2E1; S � pNP.

Effector Site for Cyclic Compounds Inhibits CYP2E1 Activity
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nal standard), and then centrifuged. The supernatantwas trans-
ferred to a low volume HPLC vial held in a 96-vial rack that
matched the 96-well format for the quenched samples. As
described previously (11), an autosampler housing 96 vials
injected each rack of samples onto a Waters Symmetry C18 3.5
�m4.6� 75mmcolumnwith a 75:25 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid/
H2O/CH3CN mobile phase at a flow rate of 1.5 ml min�1. The
elution of pNC, the internal standard, and pNPweremonitored
at 320nm. pNCproductionduring the reactionwas quantitated
relative to pNC standards. The corresponding concentrations
were plotted as a function of time, and the initial rate was deter-
mined by linear regression with the software program Graph-
Pad Prism (San Diego, CA). Reported initial rates reflect aver-
ages of data from 2 to 4 experiments.
Given the observed substrate inhibition during pNP oxida-

tion (7), all possible mechanisms for CYP2E1 included two
binding sites for substrate leading to one active complex; nev-
ertheless, there were multiple possible modes of inhibition
(Scheme 2). Similar to the traditional mechanism for competi-
tive inhibition, the inhibitor could bind only to free enzyme at
the catalytic site to yield single-site inhibition.Alternatively, the
inhibitor could bind to both sites occupied by substrate (two-
site inhibition). Although substrate was an allosteric effector
toward itself, the issue of allosterismmay not apply for all bind-
ing events. In fact, there were four possible outcomes. Both
substrate and inhibitor could alter binding of the other mole-
cule (model 1). For model 2, only substrate acted allosterically,
such that substrate affected inhibitor binding (Ki � Ksi) but
inhibitor did not affect substrate binding (Ks � Kis). Model 3
described the alternative possibility wherein inhibitor was the
only allosteric effector. In this case, the inhibitor altered sub-
strate binding (Ks �Kis), whereas substrate did not affect inhib-
itor binding (Ki �Ksi). In the absence of allosterism (traditional
noncompetitive inhibition, model 4), all inhibition constants
were the same and the ESI and EIS complexes were equivalent.
We then identified the most probable mechanism and corre-

sponding parameters for inhibition by these molecules using the
advanced tools of numerical analysis and applied statistics, as
implemented in the software DynaFit (15, 16). Input files (scripts)
for this analysis are included in the Supplemental Material.
Determination of Binding Mechanism for 4MP and IND—

Perturbation of the P450 Soret spectra because of the associa-
tion of ligands is a useful tool for assessing binding events (17).
In this study, we monitored the shift from the high spin to the
low spin state for the iron upon ligation of nitrogen-bearing
molecules, 4MP and IND, to the heme iron. Formation of the
Fe–N bond increased the absorbance near 430 nm and
decreased the absorbance near 390 nm as a function of ligand
concentration. Stocks for 4MP were prepared in H2O and IND
in methanol based on the solubility of these compounds. The
titrations with these solutions were performed using tandem
cuvettes to correct for any solvent effects on CYP2E1 absorb-
ance and possible contributions from titrant to observed
changes in absorbance. Specifically, we titrated 0.1 �MCYP2E1
in 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, 20 �M DLPC with
increasing amounts of ligand at 25 °C. Glycerol was included to
stabilize the protein against denaturation. Spectral changes
were recorded from 350 to 475 nm using a Jasco V-550 spec-

trophotometer. In the process, we generated difference spectra
by substrating the reference CYP2E1 sample with solvent from
the absorbance of the sample with titrant present. Data from 4
to 6 experiments were compiled and averaged for analyses.
Although only one molecule can associate with the heme

iron, multiple binding events can be observable if the associa-
tion of subsequent molecules induces a different spectroscopic
species. Based on the observed substrate inhibition for pNP
oxidation byCYP2E1, the binding of twomonocyclicmolecules
was conceivable. To determine the stoichiometry of CYP2E1
complexes with small molecules, we employed the software
program DynaFit as described for analysis of the catalytic data.
For these studies we fit absorbance data to mechanisms incor-
porating either one or two binding events (Scheme 3). When
two molecules were bound to CYP2E1, we included the possi-
bility that EL, EL2, or both complexes yielded a spectroscopic
signal as denoted by the asterisk. Input files (scripts) for this
analysis are included in Supplemental Material.
Generation of Liganded Complexes through Computational

Docking Efforts—Sybyl7.2 (Tripos, Inc., St. Louis, MO) was uti-
lized to model the interaction between the CYP2E1-binding

SCHEME 2. Possible inhibition mechanisms for CYP2E1 pNP activity by
4MP and IND. E � CYP2E1; S � pNP; I � 4MP or IND.

SCHEME 3. Possible CYP2E1 binding modes for 4MP and IND. E � CYP2E1;
L � 4MP or IND.

Effector Site for Cyclic Compounds Inhibits CYP2E1 Activity
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site and potential substrates. The three-dimensional coordi-
nates of the CYP2E1 enzyme were obtained from previous
experimental work that yielded a homology model for the
enzyme (11). Essential hydrogen atoms and Gasteiger-Huckel
partial charges were assigned to the protein sequence. The
three-dimensional coordinates of the substrates (including
hydrogen atoms and partial charges) were constructed and
energy-minimized using the Tripos force field with the default
settings in Sybyl7.2.
Surflex-Dock 2.0 (18) was used to perform flexible docking

(with default settings) of the substrates in the binding site of
CYP2E1. Surflex-Dock uses an empirical scoring function and a
patented search engine to dock the substrates into theCYP2E1-
binding site. The scoring function is a weighted sum of nonlin-
ear functions involving van der Waals surface distances
between the appropriate pairs of exposed enzyme and substrate
atoms (19). Scores are expressed in pKd units to represent bind-
ing affinities.

RESULTS

CYP2E1 Steady-state Activity toward pNP—As reported pre-
viously (7), CYP2E1 oxidation of pNP led to significant sub-
strate inhibition. The substrate saturation curve displayed a
maximum followed by a decrease in activity (open circle, Fig. 2),
indicating the traditionalMichaelis-Menten kinetic scheme for
a single substrate binding site (Scheme 1) could not explain
substrate turnover. As an alternative, we fit the data to a two-
substrate binding mechanism (Scheme 1) using DynaFit as
described (15). CYP2E1 demonstrated a relatively low Kss (24
�M) and the rapid turnover of 47 min�1 for pNP; nevertheless,
at higher pNP concentrations (�100 �M), the activity gradually
decreased as a second molecule bound to CYP2E1 through an
effector site (Ks 260�M), which inhibited activity at the catalytic
site (Table 3). This set of experiments was included in 4MP
inhibition studies because of common absence of an organic
co-solvent (see below).
Inhibition of CYP2E1 Activity toward pNP—To probe bind-

ing sites for monocyclic and bicyclic molecules, we identified
the mechanism of inhibition by 4MP and IND during steady-
state turnover of pNP. Given the observed substrate inhibition
during pNP oxidation (7), all possible mechanisms for CYP2E1
inhibition by these molecules included two binding sites for
substrate leading to one active complex; nevertheless, there
were multiple possible modes of inhibition that depended on
whether substrate or inhibitor acted allosterically (Scheme
2). After globally fitting reactions to these mechanisms, we
generated a corresponding Akaike information criterion
(AICc) to identify statistically the most plausible based on
the quality of the fits. The significance rules as outlined by
Burnham and Anderson (20) provided a metric to rank mod-
els such that the lower AICc values indicated comparatively
high support for the mechanism. When comparing the
	AICc, values between 0 and 2 indicate substantial support,
whereas values between 4 and 7 signify considerably less
support. A value for 	AICc greater than 10 indicates essen-
tially no support for the model.
For 4MP, there was a significant preference for model 2a

based on 	AICc values greater than 10 for all other possibilities

(Table 1). In this mechanism, 4MP and pNP compete for the
same binding sites and alter affinity at the opposing site. Anal-
ysis of the parameters revealed extremely large uncertainty in
Kis and Ksi, which correspond to the mixed substrate-inhibitor
complexes, despite using concentrations of 4MP up to 125 �M
or 100-fold greater than the predictedKd for the second site (see
below). This observation suggested that we perform a second
round of model discrimination analysis. Data were fit to varia-
tions of model 2a whereby either the ESI or EIS complexes did
not form (Scheme 2). These simpler mechanisms were pre-
ferred over model 2a with equal probability, as shown through
model discrimination analysis (Table 2).
Table 3 lists the best fit values for the parameters and non-

symmetrical 99% confidence intervals corresponding to the
respective mechanisms. The affinity of 4MP for these sites was
much higher than that observed for the substrate. The 4MP Ki
for the catalytic site was 2.0 �M compared with a Km of 24 �M
for pNP. Depending on which mixed complex was present, the

FIGURE 2. Steady-state oxidation of pNP by CYP2E1 in the presence of 4MP (A)
or IND (B). For reactions, 25 nM CYP2E1, 100 nM CPR-K56Q, and 50 nM cyto-
chrome b5 were reconstituted in 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, 20 �M

DLPC, pNP (varied from 5 to 750 �M), 2 units �l�1 catalase, 0.04 �g �l�1

superoxide dismutase, and an NADPH-regenerating system (2 microunits
�l�1 glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 10 mM glucose 6-phosphate, 2
mM MgCl2, 500 �M NADP�) at 37 °C. To determine initial velocities, product
p-nitrocatechol was quantitated as a function of time by HPLC as described
(11). The reported values reflect the average from 2 to 4 experiments, includ-
ing the mean 
 S.D. A, for 4MP studies, 0, 1, 5, 25, and 125 �M inhibitor was
added to reactions. Data were fit to model 2a in Scheme 2. B, IND studies were
carried out in the presence of 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 �M inhibitor at a final concen-
tration of 0.25% methanol. Final data were fit to the single-site competition
mechanism (model 1) shown in Scheme 2.

Effector Site for Cyclic Compounds Inhibits CYP2E1 Activity
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second 4MPmolecule bound to the effector site with aKis of 10
�M or a Ksi of 120 �M, whereas the pNP Kss value was 260 �M.

Because of low solubility in aqueous solution, the studies
with the inhibitor IND required a co-solvent, methanol, which
altered pNP turnover parameters (Table 1). Comparedwith the
absence of co-solvent, kcat deceased slightly from 47 to 37
min�1. More significantly, Km increased from 24 to 51 �M,
whereas Kss decreased from 260 to 130 �M. The apparent sol-
vent inhibition as reported by others (21) likely reflects compe-
tition or changes in binding sites between methanol and other
molecules because of the ability of themethanol to also serve as
a substrate (22). To normalize these effects among experi-
ments, we used a constant concentration of methanol (0.25%)
in experiments from 0 to 1 �M IND.
Unlike 4MP, IND inhibited pNP oxidation through simple

competition for a single site on the enzyme as described by
model 1 (Table 1). The presence of bound IND effectively
blocks binding of pNP to either catalytic or effector sites result-
ing in an inactive complex. As shown in Table 3, IND was a
potent inhibitor of CYP2E1 activity with aKi of 0.12�M. In fact,
studies were limited to a maximum of 1 �M IND because of
significance inhibition of activity under those conditions.
Binding of 4MP and IND by CYP2E1—In addition to specific

inhibition of CYP2E1 activity, 4MP and IND were excellent
candidates for yielding spectroscopic signals correlated with
binding events. Nitrogen heterocycles and anilines shift the
high-low spin equilibrium for heme iron by replacing a water
molecule ligated to the iron (if present), which stabilizes the low
spin form. By shifting the spin state from high to low for
CYP2E1, 4MP and IND induce a type II difference binding
spectra (Fig. 3A). For both molecules the peak in absorbance
occurred at 430 nm and a trough developed at a minimal
absorbance of 392 nm.
As observed from our catalytic studies, the most plausible

binding model for CYP2E1 and 4MP was the presence of two

binding sites (	AICc 0 versus�19.5 for othermodels, see Table
4). The fit of the data to this model is shown in Fig. 3B. The
resulting parameters were defined within the 95% confidence
intervals. To ensure saturation of these sites, the titration was
carried out to 35�M4MP.The fit of the data to a two-sitemodel
in Scheme 3 resulted in two relatively high affinity sites. Follow-
ing binding of the first 4MPmolecule (Kd1 � 0.67�M), a second
molecule rapidly binds with 2-fold weaker affinity (Kd2 � 1.3
�M). The second binding event led to a slight decrease in the
absorbance of the type II complex, as indicated by the respec-
tive extinction coefficients. This effect suggests a slight pertur-
bation of the Fe–N bond responsible for the original absorb-
ance signal.
As observed for the catalytic studies, IND bound to CYP2E1

through a single high affinity binding site as shown by Table 4
(	AICc 0). Fig. 3C shows the formation of the type II complex
with a Kd of 0.0052 �M (Table 5). Of note, this value is much
lower than the enzyme concentration (0.1�M)used in the assay,
and thus the accuracy of this value is not clear. To ensure no
other complexes were present, these studies were carried out to
3 �M IND, which was almost 1000-fold greater than the pre-
dicted dissociation constant for the binary complex. Moreover,
the potency of IND inhibition limited catalytic studies to 1 �M

IND. Two of the models incorporating two binding sites were
statistically probable; however, for both mechanisms the pre-
dicted Kd2 value had open confidence intervals, and thus could
not be determined.
Docking pNP to Generate Homotypic Complexes with

CYP2E1—Based on computational docking studies between a
homology model for CYP2E1 (11) and pNP, the substrate
bound to proximal and distal sites relative to the active site
heme. The surface of these binding sites is shown in Fig. 4 to
highlight the docking of these molecules within the substrate
access channel. At the proximal, or catalytic, site, pNP adopted
an orientation productive for hydroxylation. Of the possible
sites for oxidation, the closest one was 4.76 Å from the heme
iron indicating some structural dynamicswould be necessary to
position the substrate for catalysis. Multiple CYP2E1 residues
mediated van derWaals contactswith pNP at�3.0Å, including
Ile-115, Phe-207, Ala-299, methyl group from Thr-303, Val-
364, Leu-368, and Phe-478. The orientation of pNP was possi-
bly stabilized by an unusual interaction between the oxygen
from the nitro group on pNP and Phe-478 (2.6 Å).
The second pNP molecule bound to a site distal from the

heme, referred to as the effector site, because catalysis cannot

TABLE 1
Model discrimination analysis for 4MP and IND inhibition of CYP2E1 pNP activity
Testedmodels are shown in Scheme 2. In all cases, the substrate is a homotypic allosteric effector; however, other possible effector roles between substrate (S) and inhibitor
(I) are indicated. P indicates the number of adjustable parameters for themodel; RSS indicates the relative sumof the squares;	AICc shows the increase in the second-order
Akaike information criterion relative to the best model (	AICc 0); w indicates the Akaike weight such that 0.10 � 10% probability.

Model Allosteric effector P
4MP IND

RSS �AICc w RSS �AICc w
Single-site inhibition 1 None 4 0.07145 43.3 0.0000 0.01465 0 0.9525
Two-site inhibition
2a
2b S, I 6 0.02859 0 0.9998 0.01465 6.00 0.0473
2c S 5 0.04449 20.8 0.0003 0.02471 21.7 0.0000
2d I 5 0.04414 20.4 0.0004 0.04207 40.9 0.0000

None 4 0.04404 17.7 0.0014 0.02342 16.9 0.0002

TABLE 2
Second round of model discrimination analysis for 4MP inhibition of
CYP2E1 pNP activity
Testedmodels are variations ofmodel 1 shown in Scheme 2. P indicates the number
of adjustable parameters for themodel; RSS indicates the relative sumof the squares;
	AICc shows the increase in the second-order Akaike information criterion relative
to the best model (	AICc 0); w indicates the Akaike weight such that 0.10 � 10%
probability.

Variation of Model 2a P RSS �AICc w
None 6 0.02858 2.66 0.1166
ESI does not form 5 0.02858 0 0.4417
EIS does not form 5 0.02858 0 0.4417

Effector Site for Cyclic Compounds Inhibits CYP2E1 Activity
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occur at this site. In the absence of substrate at the catalytic site,
the pNP molecule at the effector site formed close van der
Waals contacts (�3.0 Å) with Ile-115, Phe-116, Phe-207, Leu-
210, Leu-368, and Phe-478, as well as a �-stacking interaction
between the pNP ring and Phe-478 (3.03 Å). Hydrogen bonds
also formed between the phenolic hydrogen of pNP and the
peptide backbone carbonyls from residues Phe-207 (2.09 Å)
and Leu-210 (2.41 Å). The binding of pNP to the catalytic site
induced a rotation of pNP at the effector site, leading to changes
in certain protein-ligand interactions. Although van der Waals
contacts were broken with Ile-115, new contacts were formed
with Phe-298. The�-stacking interactionwas also lost between
pNP and Phe-478. Finally, occupancy of the distal effector site
induced a slight �0.42 Å shift of the proximally bound pNP
molecule, but no changes in interactions with amino acids.
Docking 4MP to Generate Homotypic Complexes with

CYP2E1—4MP binding at the catalytic site resulted in similar
interactions as observed for pNP. Like the oxygen from the
hydroxyl group of pNP, the 4MPnitrogen at position 1was 3.05
Å from the heme iron. CYP2E1 residues (Ile-115, Ala-299, the
methyl group from Thr-303, Val-364, and Leu-368) provided
van derWaals contacts to 4MP (�3.0 Å). Despite occupancy of
the effector site, the second 4MP molecule could bind to the
catalytic site indicating 4MP did not block access through the
channel (Fig. 4). Side chains from Phe-207 and Leu-210 stabi-
lized 4MP binding through close van der Waals contacts.
Unlike pNP bound to this site, Phe-478 formed �-stacking
interactions with 4MP. The formation of the homotypic 4MP
complex did not significantly perturb binding of 4MP initially
bound to CYP2E1. In addition to contacts with the enzyme, the
bound 4MPmolecules formed van derWaals contacts through
their respective methyl groups.
Docking 4MP and pNP to Form a Heterotypic Complex with

CYP2E1—For our inhibition studies, the presence of two bind-
ing sites for pNP and 4MP in the reaction suggests heterotypic
complexes likely form and contribute to reaction kinetics. For
the ESI complex (Scheme 2), pNPwas bound at the catalytic site
and 4MP at the effector site. The docking solutions for this
complex were dependent on the order of association leading to
ambiguity for the pNP binding mode. The presence of pNP at
the catalytic site forced 4MP binding at the effector site at 110°
relative to 4MP in the homotypic complex. The different bind-
ing orientation for 4MP in the CYP2E1�pNP�4MP complex
obviated formation of�-stacking between 4MPandPhe-478, as
observed for the CYP2E1�4MP complex. Phe-207, Leu-210, and
Phe-478 formed van der Waals contacts with 4MP (�3.0 Å).
The introduction of 4MPdid not alter pNPbinding. In contrast,
docking pNP to the CYP2E1 complex with 4MP bound to the

effector site led to pNP adopting a nonproductive orientation
for oxidation to occur. The nitro groupwas nearest to the heme
iron (2.97 Å) rather than the hydroxyl group and potential sites
of oxidation (5.17 Å at the closest point). The amino acid con-
tacts with pNP were the same as those observed for the
CYP2E1�pNP complex. Theminimization of thismixed ternary
complex caused a slight change in 4MP binding. Ligand-ligand
interactions were also observed. The methyl group of 4MP
formed vanderWaals contactswith the phenyl ring of pNP, and
a hydrogen bond (1.7 Å) was observed between the N-H group
of 4MP and the oxygen of the pNP hydroxyl group.
The docking solution for the EIS complex (Scheme 2) indi-

cated 4MPbinding at the catalytic sitewas the same as observed
in the 4MP homotypic complex, which was not the case for
pNP. Unlike the pNP homotypic complex, pNP bound to the
effector site in a similar orientation as observed in the absence
of ligand at the catalytic site. Close van der Waals contacts
formed with Ile-115, Phe-116, Phe-207, Leu-210, Leu-368, and
Phe-478. Further stabilization of the complex derived from
hydrogen bonds formed between the phenolic hydrogen from
pNP and peptide backbone carbonyls from residues Phe-207
(2.36 Å) and Leu-210 (2.34 Å). As observed in the previous
complex, the methyl group from 4MP formed van der Waals
contacts (2.75 Å) with the phenyl ring of pNP.
Docking IND to Generate Homotypic Complexes with

CYP2E1—Despite the larger size, IND mediated contacts with
the same residues as observed for pNP and 4MP (Fig. 4). The
catalytic site residues, Ile-115, Phe-207, Ala-299, Thr-303
(methyl group), Val-364, and Leu-368, and Phe-478, mediated
van der Waals contacts at a distance of less than 3.2 Å from
IND. In support of the observed type II binding spectra, the
nitrogen at position 1 for the IND pyrazole ring was poised for
formation of a bond with the heme iron at 3.12 Å. There were
no hydrogen bonds or�-stacking interactions for this complex.
Because IND binding at the catalytic site did not completely
occlude the effector site, we attempted to dock either pNP or
another IND molecule. These molecules bound to a different
pocket composed of the B-C and F-G loops, which was distal
(�10 Å) from the active site heme.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we explain CYP2E1 substrate inhibition in
terms of both mechanistic and structural views and extend our
analysis to include typical representatives of monocyclic and
polycyclic aromatic inhibitors. Under steady-state conditions,
both substrate pNP and inhibitor 4MP competed for catalytic
and effector sites. In contrast, the larger IND molecule inhib-
ited catalysis through the occupancy of a single CYP2E1 site

TABLE 3
Inhibition parameters for CYP2E1 pNP activity by 4MP and IND
Inhibition models are shown in Scheme 2. The nonsymmetrical 99% confidence intervals for the parameters are shown in parentheses.

Inhibitor Model
Catalytic parameters Inhibition constants
kcat Km Kss Ki Kis Ksi

min�1 �M �M �M �M �M

4MP Two-site inhibition
Model 2a (no ESI) 47 (40–53) 24 (17–32) 260 (210–370) 2.0 (1.3–3.3) 120 (58–250)
Model 2a (no EIS) 47 (41–53) 24 (17–32) 260 (210–370) 2.0 (1.3-.2) 10 (6.9–17)

IND Single-site inhibition 37 (27–65) 51 (27–120) 130 (64–220) 0.12 (0.073–0.18)
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associated with substrate turnover. Similarly, 4MP and IND
yielded type II binding spectra that reflected the association of
either two 4MP or one IND molecule(s) to CYP2E1, respec-
tively. Based on computational docking studies, the two sites
for monocyclic molecules, pNP and 4MP, exist within a narrow
channel connecting the active site to the surface of the enzyme.

Because of the presence of the heme iron, one site supports
catalysis, whereas the other, more distal effector site bindsmol-
ecules that can influence the binding orientation and egress of
molecules for the catalytic site. Although IND did not bind
these sites simultaneously, the presence of IND at the catalytic
site blocked binding of a second molecule at the effector site.
Despite early catalytic evidence for multiple binding sites (7,

9), the kinetic mechanism for the metabolism of monocyclic
molecules by CYP2E1 has been relatively unexplored. In the
original study, a maximal rate of pNP turnover was observed at
100�M followed by a decrease in rate by 70% at 500�M.Despite
the evidence for substrate inhibition, the observed data were
not fit to a particular kinetic mechanism. Subsequent steady-
state studies by others have been typically limited to a maximal
concentration of 100 �M pNP and relied on a simpleMichaelis-
Menten scheme to analyze data (23–25). For the rabbit CYP2E1
system, kcat and Km were reported to be 30 min�1 and 38 �M,
respectively (23). In contrast, we measured a kcat of 47 min�1

and Km of 24 �M. As measured by kcat/Km, the differences in
kinetic parameters translated to a 2.5-fold higher catalytic effi-
ciency observed in our study when compared with the results
from the previous study. Although the reaction conditionswere
not identical between the studies, the use of a lower reaction pH
(6.8 versus physiological pH 7.4) and higher ratios of CPR and
cytochrome b5 by the authors should have yielded more effi-
cient turnover than we observed (7). The most likely explana-
tion for the discrepancy is our use of a wider substrate concen-
tration range (5–750�M) to saturate a second substrate binding
site and analysis of the resulting rates with the substrate inhibi-
tionmodel (Scheme 1). Taken together, the simplicity and con-
venience of the Michaelis-Menten scheme can lead to signifi-
cant erroneous predictions of the true kinetic parameters for
substrate turnover by CYP2E1.
Similar to the predictions by other homology models (26–

29), our structure for pNP bound to the catalytic site consisted
of a binding pocket derived solely from contacts with hydro-
phobic residues. Ile-115, Phe-207, Ala-299, methyl group from
Thr-303, Val-364, Leu-368, and Phe-478 all mediated van der
Waals contacts with pNP. The significance of the Thr-303
methyl group was shown by changes in the regioselectivity of
fatty acid oxidation by CYP2E1 when the residue was substi-
tuted with serine (30). V364L and L368V substitutions led to
�2-fold decrease in kcat (originally reported as Vmax) and Km,
respectively, although the data were analyzed with theMichae-
lis-Menten scheme (31). Interestingly, Leu-210 was not

FIGURE 3. Type II difference spectra for CYP2E1 binding 4MP and IND.
Titrations were performed using tandem cuvettes to correct for any solvent
effects on CYP2E1 absorbance and possible contributions from titrant to
observed changes in absorbance. In the process, we generated difference
spectra by substrating the reference CYP2E1 sample with solvent from the
absorbance of the sample with titrant present. Specifically, 0.1 �M CYP2E1 in
50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, 20 �M DLPC was titrated with increasing
amounts of ligand at 25 °C. The reported values reflect the average from 6
experiments, including the mean 
 S.D. A, typical type II binding spectra for
these heterocyclic molecules. B, 4MP titration data were fit to the two-site
model in Scheme 3. C, IND titrations were performed in the presence of 0.25%
methanol. Data were fit to the single-site model in Scheme 3.

TABLE 4
Model discrimination analysis for 4MP and IND binding to CYP2E1
Testedmodels are shown in Scheme 3. The asterisk denotes complexes contributing
to the observed signal. P indicates the number of adjustable parameters for the
model; RSS indicates the relative sum of the squares; 	AICc shows the increase in
the second-order Akaike information criterion relative to the best model (	AICc 0);
w indicates the Akaike weight such that 0.10 � 10% probability. Minimal sum of
squares for 4MP studies was 0.0000015 and the value for IND studies was
0.00000123.

Model P
4MP IND

RSS �AICc w RSS �AICc w
EL* 3 1.595 27.4 0.000 1.000 0.0 0.725
EL*, EL2 4 1.367 19.5 0.000 1.000 2.4 0.218
EL, EL2* 4 1.749 36.7 0.000 5.219 99.9 0.000
EL*, EL2* 5 1.000 0.0 1.000 1.003 5.1 0.057
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observed to contact pNP, yet substitution of this residue with
isoleucine decreased kcat but not Km for pNP (31), which could
be explained by binding at the effector site (see below). Despite
the presence of multiple phenylalanines, there was no observ-
able �-stacking between residues and pNP as predicted by oth-
ers (27). The orientation of pNP reflected the conformation of
the active site pocket formed by hydrophobic residues and pos-
sibly through an unusual interaction between the oxygen from
the nitro group on pNP and Phe-478, as described previously
(32). Substitution of Phe-478 with valine actually led to com-
plete loss of pNP activity (31). The ortho positionwas poised for
hydroxylation, although the site of oxidation was 4.76 Å from
the heme iron indicating conformational dynamics would be
necessary for catalysis to occur.
Unlike previous reports for CYP2E1 homology models (26,

27), we observed no contacts between charged or polar groups
and pNP. Thr-303 provided only van der Waals contacts
through themethyl group of the side chain rather than through
the hydroxyl group. Moreover, neither Glu-302 nor Arg-100
was even observed in the active site. Although these former
models assigned critical roles for charged and polar residues in
binding and orienting substrates, we argue that restrictions of
the active site geometry and reliance on multiple weak interac-
tions dominate the selectivity and productivity of enzyme-sub-
strate interactions.
The potent CYP2E1 inhibitor 4MP competed with pNP for

the CYP2E1 catalytic site as shown through catalytic, binding,
and docking studies. The inhibition constant (Ki) during pNP
turnover was 2.0 �M, which was 12-fold less than the apparent

Km for substrate (24 �M) (Table 3). Direct evidence for the high
affinity interaction between the catalytic site and 4MP was
shown through the generation of the type II binding spectra
between CYP2E1 and the inhibitor (Fig. 3A). The spectral shift
required the ligation of the lone pair of electrons from 4MP to
ligate the heme iron in the active site, thereby stabilizing the low
spin state forCYP2E1.During catalysis, CYP2E1 cycles through
different spin states and possibly conformations (33). These
processes could explain the lower 4MP dissociation constant
for this site (Kd1 � 0.67 �M, see Table 5) when compared with
the corresponding Ki value. When bound to the catalytic site,
4MP mediated van der Waals contacts with the same residues
as observed for pNP. An additional interaction with Leu-210
and formation of the Fe–N bond likely played a role in the
higher selectivity for 4MP over pNP. Other than the hydropho-
bic side chains in the binding pocket, there were no obvious
contacts contributing to the orientation of 4MP.
The mechanism of substrate inhibition incorporates a sec-

ond binding event by the substrate to produce a dead end com-
plex, which explains the decrease in activity at higher substrate
concentrations. Substrate then acts as an effector during turn-
over through the occupancy of this second binding site. The
binding of pNP to the effector site was 10-fold weaker than to
the catalytic site, i.e. Km of 24 �M versus Kss of 260 �M. Never-
theless, the contribution of the effector site to pNP catalysis is
significant. If we assume CYP2E1 obeyed the Michaelis-Men-
ten scheme (Scheme 1), i.e. no effector site, then the Vmax for
pNP turnover would have been 1.2 �Mmin�1 based on a kcat of
47 min�1 and CYP2E1 concentration of 0.025 �M. Instead, we
observed a maximal rate of 0.76 �M min�1 at 100 �M pNP
indicating only 64% of the maximal possible rate was observed.
Moreover, the observed maximal rate from our study is the
same value as reported previously by others (0.025 �M
CYP2E1 � 30 min�1 � 0.76 �M min�1) (23); however, in their
study, initial rates at pNP concentrations greater than 100 �M
were excluded from the analysis of the data. This observation
illustrates howdesigning experiments to conform toMichaelis-
Menten kinetics can mask the “true” catalytic properties of an
enzyme, e.g. CYP2E1.
If the effector site can accommodate pNP, then other mono-

cyclic compounds would likely be able to bind and alter reac-
tion kinetics.Hargreaves et al. (9) assayed the effect of a series of
5- and 6-membered cyclic molecules on pNP oxidation by
CYP2E1. Studies were limited to four pNP concentrations, and
the resulting data were fit to the typical reversible inhibition
mechanisms: competitive (single site), uncompetitive, non-
competitive, and mixed type. Although there was no clear cor-
relation between the structures of the inhibitors and corre-
sponding types of inhibition mechanisms, the observation of
uncompetitive, noncompetitive, and mixed type inhibition

FIGURE 4. Surface depiction of catalytic and effector binding sites for
molecules. Overlaid ligands are pNP (yellow), 4MP (blue), and IND (green).
Molecular graphics were generated by PYMOL.

TABLE 5
CYP2E1 binding parameters for 4MP and IND
4MPwas fit to a two binding sitemodel, whereas INDwas fit to the single sitemodel (Scheme 3). The nonsymmetrical 95% confidence intervals for the parameters are shown
in parentheses.

Ligand Kd1 �1(430–392) Kd2 �2(430–392)

�M cm�1 �M�1 �M cm�1 �M�1

4MP 0.67 (0.50–0.95) 0.045 (0.034–0.052) 1.3 (0.53–3.9) 0.039 (0.038–0.41)
IND 0.0052 (0.0028–0.0084) 0.030 (0.029–0.030)
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supports an effector site accessible tomonocyclic molecules. In
our study, 4MP displayed inhibition toward catalytic and effec-
tor sites recognized by pNP (Table 3), which is mechanistically
similar to mixed type inhibition. Like the catalytic site, 4MP
demonstrated a much higher affinity for the effector site than
pNP. Although we were not able to determine whether EIS or
ESI were present, the corresponding dissociation constants Kis
and Ksi were 120 and 10 �M, respectively. Regardless of the
mechanism of inhibition, these values are well below the disso-
ciation constant for pNP at the effector site (260 �M) and thus
could impact the significance of 4MP inhibition of CYP2E1
activity. Although indicative of a homotypic complex, we were
able to detect two binding events using 4MP as a titrant, which
is consistent with this model.
To provide structural explanations for these binding and cat-

alytic results, we docked a second monocyclic molecule to
binary CYP2E1 complexes for pNP and 4MP. In both cases, the
second pNP or 4MP molecule bound within the substrate
access channel created by the B-C loop and F helix, as well as
sheets 1 and 4 (Fig. 4). As a site distal from the active site heme,
the corresponding binding pocket likely reflects the effector site
because of the inability to carry out substrate oxidation. For
pNP, binding at the effector site resulted in close van derWaals
contacts with Phe-116, Phe-207, Leu-210, Leu-368, Phe-298,
andPhe-478.A role for Leu-210 in pNPoxidationwas shownby
the decrease in Vmax when the residue was substituted with
isoleucine (31). The extension of the side chain by a methylene
groupmay alter the steps limiting catalysis, e.g. product release.
From the same study, an L368V substitution may have per-
turbed the effector site resulting in a 2-fold decrease in both
Vmax andKm. Nevertheless, these experimentswere designed to
enable the use of the Michaelis-Menten kinetic scheme at pNP
concentrations �100 �M, and thus the impact of these substi-
tutions on specific pNP sites is not known. Based on our dock-
ing studies, the aromatic rings at the effector sitemediatedmul-
tiple weak polar interactions to the pNP oxygens (32), rather
than �-stacking interactions with the benzyl ring of pNP. The
orientation of pNP was further determined by hydrogen bond-
ing between the phenolic hydrogen of pNP and the peptide
backbone carbonyls from residues Phe-207 and Leu-210. Addi-
tional van der Waals contacts between the two pNP molecules
contributed to the stability of the complex.
Although contacts between pNP and the CYP2E1 homology

model did not change, 4MP binding at the effector site resulted
in two different pNP orientations that depended on the order of
docking for themolecules. Substrate pNPboundwith either the
hydroxyl or nitromoiety directed toward the heme iron reflect-
ing orientations productive or nonproductive for oxidation.
Ligand-ligand interactions further stabilized the structure. The
methyl group of 4MP formed van der Waals contacts with the
phenyl ring of pNP, and ahydrogenbondwas observed between
the N-H group of 4MP and the oxygen of the pNP hydroxyl
group. In contrast, occupancy of the effector site by either mol-
ecule did not significantly affect 4MP binding at the catalytic
site.
The catalytic, binding, and docking studies with IND further

supported the juxtaposition of two sites for monocyclic mole-
cules. The bicyclic heterocycle inhibited pNP oxidation (Table

3) and bound to CYP2E1 (Table 5) through a single binding
event. IND was a potent competitive inhibitor during pNP
catalysis demonstrating a Ki of 0.12 �M. In fact, the magnitude
of the inhibition at 1 �M IND decreased the observed initial
velocities to the limit of detection for the assay. Similarly, the
IND binding isotherm was hyperbolic up to 3 �M resulting in a
bimolecularKd of 0.0052�M. In both cases, there were no bind-
ing events following the association of IND with CYP2E1.
Although bound to the catalytic site, IND likely occluded a
binding pocket present in previous studies with monocyclic
molecules. In support of this conclusion, the docking studies
with IND confirmed the presence of IND at the catalytic site
prevented subsequent binding of pNPor another INDmolecule
to the effector site (Fig. 4). Rather, these molecules bound to a
pocket composed of theB-C andF-G loops,which likely reflects
the entrance to the substrate access channel at the protein-
membrane interface as predicted by progesterone-bound
structure of CYP3A4 (34).
Taken together, these complexes for cyclic molecules may

provide an explanation for the contributions of the effector site
to CYP2E1 catalysis. As a sequential binding event within a
single substrate access channel, occupancy of the effector site
could block egress of products, e.g. p-nitrocatechol following
pNP oxidation. Evidence for a narrow channel between the
active site and solvent was shown through CO flash photolysis
studies with CYP2E1 (35). The binding of arachidonic acid, a
large 20-carbon fatty acid, blocked the release of dissociated
CO, whereas the smaller ethanol substrate had no effect. More
analogous to our studies with monocyclic and bicyclic mole-
cules, isotopic experimentswith deuterated substrates p-xylene
and dimethylnaphthalene yielded similar isotope effects by
CYP2E1 (36). One explanation preferred by the authors was the
presence of two binding sites for the monocyclic p-xylene mol-
ecule. Occupancy of these sites would render the isotope effect
for this molecule similar to that for the bicyclic dimethylnaph-
thalene molecule. In the case of heterotypic complexes, the
effector could further stabilize nonproductive complexes, even
orientations of the substrate. With respect to binding at the
effector site, 4MPwas amore potent inhibitor (Kis � 120 �M or
Ksi � 10 �M) than pNP (260 �M). As a consequence of protein-
ligand and ligand-ligand interactions generating these dead-
end complexes, the selectivity of the effector site ultimately
determines the impact of molecules on reaction kinetics. Vari-
ations in these contacts may explain why 5- and 6-membered
cyclic molecules inhibited pNP oxidation through different
mechanisms (9).
Concluding Remarks—Numerous studies have focused on

the prospect of multiple binding sites for major drug metabo-
lizing P450s (37–39); nevertheless, there has been no investiga-
tion of this phenomenon with CYP2E1 aside from the initial
report by Koop (7). We are the first to explore the impact of
multiple binding sites on CYP2E1 activity. The distinctive inhi-
bition mechanisms for 4MP and IND highlighted the signifi-
cance of understanding the underlying kinetic mechanism for
substrate metabolism. These heterocyclic molecules displayed
similar high affinities toward the catalytic site, yet IND was far
more potent inhibitor of CYP2E1. To achieve the same degree
of inhibition, much higher 4MP concentrations were necessary
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to saturate bothbinding sites. Because of the high preference for
monocyclic molecules, these findings could significantly alter
the interpretation and prediction of many CYP2E1 reactions,
considering that the prospect of allosterism has not been
explored. Ultimately, the specificities of these molecules for
both sites will determine the contribution of heterotypic com-
plexes to themetabolism of CYP2E1 substrates. Elucidating the
details of these interactions will require suitable modeling and
discrimination among possible reaction mechanisms. More-
over, the design of experiments to favor Michaelis-Menten
kinetics may mask critical structure-function relationships
between CYP2E1 and small molecules, e.g. substrates and
inhibitors.
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MONOCYCLIC COMPOUNDS.
Samuel L. Collom, Ryan M. Laddusaw, Amber M. Burch, Petr Kuzmic,
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The “Experimental Procedures” and “Results” sections contained
errors in nomenclature and in references to specific models and
schemes, respectively.
PAGE 3489:

The following sentence, “Similar to the traditional mechanism for
competitive inhibition, the inhibitor could bind only to free enzyme at
the catalytic site to yield single-site inhibition,” should include a refer-
ence to model 1 of Scheme 2.

The following sentence, “Both substrate and inhibitor could alter
binding of the other molecule (model 1),” should reference model 2a of
Scheme 2 instead of model 1.

The following sentence, “For model 2, only substrate acted allosteri-
cally, such that substrate affected inhibitor binding (Ki � Ksi) but inhib-
itor did not affect substrate binding (Ks � Kis),” should reference model
2b of Scheme 2 instead of model 2.

The following sentence, “Model 3 described the alternative possibility
wherein inhibitor was the only allosteric effector,” should reference
model 2c of Scheme 2 instead of model 3.

The following sentence, “In the absence of allosterism (traditional
noncompetitive inhibition, model 4), all inhibition constants were the
same and the ESI and EIS complexes were equivalent,” should reference
model 2d of Scheme 2 instead of model 4.
PAGE 3490:

The following sentence, “CYP2E1 demonstrated a relatively low Kss

(24 �M) and the rapid turnover of 47 min�1 for pNP; nevertheless, at
higher pNP concentrations (�100 �M), the activity gradually decreased
as a second molecule bound to CYP2E1 through an effector site (Ks 260
�M), which inhibited activity at the catalytic site (Table 3),” was incor-
rect. It should read as follows. “CYP2E1 demonstrated a relatively low
Km (24�M) and the rapid turnover of 47min�1 for pNP; nevertheless, at
higher pNP concentrations (�100 �M), the activity gradually decreased
as a secondmolecule bound to CYP2E1 through an effector site (Kss 260
�M), which inhibited activity at the catalytic site (Table 3).”

These corrections do not change the interpretation of the results or
conclusions of this article.
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DynaFit Script and Experimental Data - Model Discrimination for Catalytic Inhibition #1 
 
;For two-site models (2a-d), substrate is always a homotypic effector 
;I represents either 4MP or IND 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 1 ? 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 25 ?, Kss = 200 ?, kcat = 50 ?, Ki = 50 ? 
  
[responses] 
 
   P = 1 
 
[concentrations] 
 
   E = 0.025 
 
[progress] 
 
   rapid equilibrium 
 
[velocity] 
 
   directory      ./Mechanisms/CYP2E1/Ligands 
   extension      txt 
   variable       S 
 
   file 0uMI    | conc. I =  0 
   file 1uMI    | conc. I =  1 
   file 5uMI    | conc. I =  5 
   file 25uMI   | conc. I =  25 
   file 125uMI  | conc. I =  125 
 
[output] 
 
   directory ./Mechanisms/CYP2E1/Ligands/Output/Inhibition 
 
[settings] 
 
   <Marquardt> 
      interrupt = 200 
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;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2a ?  
 
;occupancy of one site affects binding at other = allosteric S and I 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ksi  dissoc 
   EI + S <===> EIS    :  Kis  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 25 ?, Kss = 200 ?, kcat = 50 ?, Ki = 50 ?, Kis = 50 ?, Ksi = 50 
? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2b ?  
 
;substrate binding affects inhibitor binding = allosteric S 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ksi  dissoc 
   EI + S <===> EIS    :  Ks  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 25 ?, Kss = 200 ?, kcat = 507 ?, Ki = 50 ?, Ksi = 50 ? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2c ?  
 
;inhibitor binding affects substrate binding = allosteric I 
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[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ki  dissoc 
   EI + S <===> EIS    :  Kis  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 25 ?, Kss = 200 ?, kcat = 50 ?, Ki = 50 ?, Kis = 50 ? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2d ?  
 
;occupancy of one site does not affect binding = no allosterism = 
noncompetitive 
 
[mechanism] 
 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ki  dissoc 
   EI + S <===> ESI    :  Ki  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 25 ?, Kss = 200 ?, kcat = 50 ?, Ki = 50 ? 
 
[end] 
 
DynaFit Script - Model Discrimination for 4MP Inhibition #2 
 
;Variations of Model 2a in which ESI or EIS do not form 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2a ? 
 
;occupancy of one site affects binding at other 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ksi  dissoc 
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   EI + S <===> EIS    :  Kis  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 20 ??, Kss = 200 ??, kcat = 50 ??, Ki = 2 ??, Kis = 125 ??, Ksi 
= 500 ?? 
 
[responses] 
 
   P = 1 
 
[concentrations] 
 
   E = 0.025 
 
[progress] 
 
   rapid equilibrium 
 
[velocity] 
 
   directory      ./Mechanisms/CYP2E1/Ligands/4MP 
   extension      txt 
   variable       S 
 
   file 0uM4MP    | conc. I =  0 
   file 1uM4MP    | conc. I =  1 
   file 5uM4MP    | conc. I =  5 
   file 25uM4MP   | conc. I =  25 
   file 125uM4MP  | conc. I =  125 
 
[output] 
 
   directory ./Mechanisms/CYP2E1/Ligands/Output/4MP061207_2 
 
[settings] 
 
   <Marquardt> 
      interrupt = 200 
 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2a no ESI ?  
 
;occupancy of one site affects binding at other 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   EI + S <===> EIS    :  Kis  dissoc 
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   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 20 ??, Kss = 200 ??, kcat = 50 ??, Ki = 2 ??, Kis = 125 ?? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   task  = fit 
   data  = velocities 
   model = Model 2a no EIS ? 
 
;occupancy of one site affects binding at other 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   E + S <===> ES      :  Ks   dissoc 
   ES + S <===> ESS    :  Kss  dissoc 
   E + I <===> EI      :  Ki   dissoc 
   ES + I <===> ESI    :  Ksi  dissoc 
   ES ----> E + P      :  kcat 
 
[constants] 
 
   Ks = 20 ??, Kss = 200 ??, kcat = 50 ??, Ki = 2 ??, Ksi = 10 ?? 
 
[end] 
 
DynaFit Script - Model Discrimination for Binding of Heterocycles 
 
[task] 
 
   data = equilibria 
   task = fit 
   model = PL* ? 
 
[components] 
 
    P, L  ; P = P450, L = 4MP 
 
[mechanism] 
 
   P + L <===> P.L      :     K1    dissoc 
 
 [constants] 
 
   K1  = 0.1 ?? 
 
 
[responses] 
 
   P.L = .001 ?? 
 
[concentrations] 
 
[data] 
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    variable  P, L 
    set  alldata 
 
[output] 
 
    directory  ./Mechanisms/BindingSites/Output/Binding 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   data = equilibria 
   task = fit 
   model = PL*-PL2* ? 
 
[mechanism]  
 
   P + L <===> P.L      :     K1    dissoc 
   P.L + L <===> P.L.L  :     K2   dissoc 
   
[constants] 
 
   K1  = 0.1 ?? 
   K2 = 0.1 ?? 
 
 [responses] 
 
   P.L = .001 ?? 
   P.L.L = 0.001 ?? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   data = equilibria 
   task = fit 
   model = PL*-PL2 ? 
 
[mechanism]     
 
   P + L <===> P.L      :     K1    dissoc 
   P.L + L <===> P.L.L  :     K2   dissoc 
   
[constants] 
 
   K1  = 0.1 ?? 
   K2 = 0.1 ?? 
    
[responses] 
 
   P.L = .001 ?? 
;___________________________________________________________ 
 
[task] 
 
   data = equilibria 
   task = fit 
   model = PL-PL2* ? 
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[mechanism] 
 
   P + L <===> P.L      :     K1    dissoc 
   P.L + L <===> P.L.L  :     K2   dissoc 
 
[constants] 
 
   K1  = 0.1 ?? 
   K2 = 0.1 ?? 
 
 [responses] 
 
   P.L.L = 0.001 ?? 
 
[end] 




